Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a common nonparametric technique to measure the relative efficiency scores of the individual homogenous decision making units (DMUs). One aspect of the DEA literature has recently been introduced as a centralized resource allocation (CRA) which aims at optimizing the combined resource consumption by all DMUs in an organization rather than considering the consumption individually through DMUs. Conventional DEA models and CRA model have been basically formulated on desirable inputs and outputs. The objective of this paper is to present new CRA models to assess the overall efficiency of a system consisting of DMUs by using directional distance function when DMUs produce desirable and undesirable outputs. This paper initially reviewed a couple of DEA approaches for measuring the efficiency scores of DMUs when some outputs are undesirable. Then, based upon these theoretical foundations, we develop the CRA model when undesirable outputs are considered in the evaluation. Finally, we apply a short numerical illustration to show how our proposed model can be applied.
Introduction
Data envelopment analysis (DEA) was introduced in 1978. DEA includes many models for assessing the efficiency score in the variety of conditions. Many researchers use this technique to evaluate the efficiency and inefficiency scores of decision making units (DMUs). Two of the most common DEA models are CCR (Charnes, Cooper, and Rhodes) and BCC (Banker, Charnes, and Cooper) which were introduced by Charnes et al. [1] and Banker et al. [2] , respectively. In addition, there are other important models such as additive (ADD) model which was introduced by Charnes et al. [3] and SMB model (slack-based measure) which was introduced by Tone [4] . Classical DEA models (such as CCR, BCC, ADD, and SMB) rely on the assumption that inputs have to be minimized and outputs have to be maximized. In authentic situations, however, it is possible that the production process consumes undesirable inputs and/or generates undesirable outputs [5, 6] . Consequently, classical DEA models need to be modified in order to deal with the situation because undesirable outputs should not maximize at all.
There frequently exist undesirable inputs and/or outputs in the real applications. Many studies have been done on the undesirable data. Broadly, we can divide these studies into two parts. The first part involves some methods, which use transformation data. For instance, Koopman [6] suggested data transformation. Although the reflection function was used in this method, it caused the positive data to turn into negative data and it was not straightforward to define efficiency score for negative data at that time. Some of the related methods had been suggested by Iqbal Ali and Seiford [7] , Pastor [8] , Scheel [9] , and Seiford and Zhu [10] . However, Golany and Roll [11] and Lovell and Pastor [12] attempted to introduce another form of transformation, which was multiplicative inverse. Being a nonlinear transformation, its behaviors were even more complicated to deal with (Scheel [13] ). Therefore, the approaches based on data transformation may unexpectedly produce unfavorable results, such as those discussed by Liu and Sharp [14] . The second part consists of many methods, which can avoid data transformation. As an initial attempt, Liu and Sharp [14] suggested considering undesirable outputs as desirable inputs but undesirable inputs as desirable outputs. This method is currently used as an 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering attractive one in studying operational efficiency because of its simplicity and elegance.
In many authentic situations, there are cases in which all DMUs are under the control of a centralized decision maker (DM) that oversees them and tends to increase the efficiency of all of the system instead of increasing the efficiency of each unit separately. These situations occur when all of the units belong to the same organization (public and/or private) which provides the units with the necessary resources to obtain their outputs, such as bank branches, restaurant chains, hospitals, university departments, and schools. Thus, DM's goal is to optimize the resource utilization of all DMUs across the total entity. Lozano and Villa [15] first introduced the meaning of centralized resource allocation. They presented the envelopment and multiplier form of BCC model with regard to centralized meaning. Mar-Molinero et al. [16] demonstrated that the centralized resource allocation model proposed by Lozano and Villa [15] can be substantially simplified. There are some other similar researches done by Korhonen and Syrjänen [17] , Du et al. [18] , and Asmild et al. [19] . Multiple-objective model has been used in order to optimize the efficiency of system by Korhonen and Syrjänen [17] , and Du et al. [18] proposed another approach for optimization in centralized scenario. Asmild et al. [19] reformulated the centralized model proposed by Lozano and Villa [15] considering adjustments of inefficient units. Hosseinzadeh Lotfi et al. [20] and Yu et al. [21] are other researchers engaged in centralized resource allocation.
In this paper we discuss a DEA model in centralized resource allocation when some of the inputs or outputs are undesirable. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, research motivation of this study is given. Section 3 briefly presents some methods for measuring the efficiency scores when some of the outputs are undesirable. Section 4 discusses the centralized resource allocation model and its advantages. We develop the centralized resource allocation model in the undesirable outputs' presence in Section 5. An illustration is given in Section 6 and Section 7 provides the conclusion of the paper.
Research Motivation
Traditional DEA models are consecrated to the performance evaluation of DMUs in different situations. Although undesirable outputs treatments have been studied by interested researchers, centralized resource allocation has never dealt with undesirable outputs. Moreover, in many real situations, the production of undesirable outputs is unavoidable; hence, decision makers need scientific methods to deal with the undesirable outputs' production and decrease them when all of DMUs are under their control. Here, we will answer the following question scientifically: how can centralized resource allocation model be modified in order to evaluate the performance of a system involving several DMUs which produce both desirable and undesirable outputs?
Undesirable Output Models
Most researchers recently analyze closely the structure of the undesirable data. Undesirable outputs, such as air purification, sewage treatment, and wastewater, can be jointly produced with desirable outputs. When the undesirable outputs are taken into account, the efficiency score's evaluation of DMUs is different. Therefore, traditional DEA models should be modified. Briefly, we review a couple of methods to measure the efficiency scores when some of the data are undesirable and we address some papers for evaluating undesirable data.
Seiford and Zhu [10] showed that the traditional DEA model is used to improve the performance through increasing the desirable outputs and decreasing undesirable outputs by the classification invariance property use. Their model can also be applied to a situation when inputs need to be increased to improve the performance. This model is as follows:
in which = − + V > 0. Hadi Vencheh et al. [22] proposed a model for treating undesirable factors in the framework of DEA as follows:
in which = − + V > 0 and = − + > 0 (Seiford and Zhu [10] ). Model (2) evaluates the efficiency level of each DMU by considering desirable and undesirable factors. In fact, model (2) expands desirable outputs and contracts undesirable outputs. A similar discussion holds for the inputs. Jahanshahloo et al. [23] presented an alternative method to deal with desirable and undesirable factors (inputs and outputs) in nonradial DEA models. They demonstrated that their proposed model is feasible, bounded, and unit invariant. The model is given as follows:
in which all variables are restricted to be nonnegative. In model (3), , , , and stand for desirable inputs, undesirable inputs, desirable outputs, and undesirable outputs, respectively. Recently, Wu and Guo [24] suggested a model for measuring the efficiency score which is formulated based on that inputs and undesirable outputs are decreased proportionally. This model is as follows:
In model (4), , , and refer to inputs, desirable outputs, and undesirable outputs sets, respectively. The studies of Scheel [9] and Amirteimoori et al. [25] are another two studies. Indeed, Scheel [9] proposed new efficiency measures which are oriented to desirable and undesirable outputs, respectively. They are based on the assumption that any change of output levels involves both desirable and undesirable outputs. Amirteimoori et al. [25] presented a DEA model which can be used to improve the relative performance via increasing undesirable inputs and decreasing undesirable outputs.
Centralized Resource Allocation Model
Measuring the performance plays an important role for a DM providing its weaknesses for the subsequent improvement. Working on the usual DEA framework, assume that there are DMUs (DMU , = 1, . . . , ) which consume inputs ( , = 1, . . . , ) to produce outputs ( , = 1, . . . , ) . The first phase of CRA input-oriented model (CRA-I) developed by Lozano and Villa [15] measures the efficiency of system through solving the following linear program:
In Phase II of CRA model, an additional reduction of any inputs or expansion of any outputs is followed. Phase II is formulated to remove any possible input excesses and any output shortfalls as follows:
Model (5) was formulated based on two important purposes. First, instead of reducing the inputs of each DMU, the aim is to reduce the total amount of input consumption of the DMUs. Second, after solving the problem in Phase II, the projection of all DMUs will be onto the efficient frontier of production possibility set. Indeed, the efficiency score of system is more important than efficiency score of each unit in the centralized scenario. For that reason, decision manager (DM) tries to reallocate resources to have a more efficient system. Toward this end, some of the inputs can be transferred from one DMU to other DMUs. It is not necessary to keep the total value of inputs or outputs in original level because the overall consumption may be decreased and the overall production may be increased.
The improvement activity of DMU , which is obtained by the maximum slack solution and is located on the efficiency frontier of production possibility set, is defined as follows:
The difference between the total consumption of improved activity and the original DMUs in each input and output can be found by the following relationship:
The dual formulation of the envelopment form of the CRA input oriented model to find the common input and output weights, which maximize the relative efficiency score of a virtual DMU with the average inputs and outputs, can be written as follows:
The above model has 2 + 1 constraints and + + variables. Solving model (9) derives the common set of weights (CSW). It is worth mentioning that we can use this common set of weights to evaluate the absolute efficiency of each efficient DMU in order to rank them. The ranking adopts the CSW generated from model (9), which makes sense because a DM objectively chooses the common weights for the purpose of maximizing the group efficiency. For instance, the government is interested in measuring the performance of DEA efficient banks. The government would determine one common set of weights based upon the group performance of the DEA efficient banks.
Proposed Method
Proposing the model in this study, we used the distance directional function to measure the overall efficiency score of each system. Throughout this method, we deal with DMU ( = 1, . . . , ) having inputs ( = 1, . . . , ) and outputs. The outputs are divided into two sets: one as desirable outputs and one as undesirable outputs. Let the inputs and desirable and undesirable outputs be as follows:
where , , and are input, desirable output, and undesirable output matrices, respectively. In our proposed model, we apply the distance directional function to reformulate the centralized resource allocation model when some outputs are undesirable. In addition, we consider undesirable outputs as inputs in evaluation. The model is as follows:
where , , and are parameters; also and stand for the number of desirable outputs and undesirable outputs, respectively. The objective of model (11) is to decrease inputs and undesirable outputs level and increase desirable outputs level with regard to the ( , , ) direction. Here, we use the ideal point to assign to the ( , , ) vector as follows:
The optimal objective value of model (11) measures system inefficiency score. It is worth mentioning that another alternative for the directional vector ( , , ) can be chosen as follows:
The purposes of model (11) are to reduce the total consumption of inputs, reduce the total production of undesirable Mathematical Problems in Engineering 5 outputs, and increase the overall production of desirable outputs in the direction of ( , , ), simultaneously. It should be pointed out that undesirable outputs are considered as inputs in the proposed model.
Numerical Example
To illustrate the proposed model (11) , consider that a system consists of 8 DMUs and that each DMU consumes two inputs to produce four outputs (two desirable outputs and two undesirable outputs). Table 1 shows the data.
The efficiency score of the entire system can be readily obtained by using model (11) , which is 48%. Moreover, the projection points are shown in Table 1 . As can be seen from Table 2 , we can compare the observed system with the projected system. For instance, model (11) suggests 16.5% and 26.5% saving (reduction) in the first and second inputs, respectively. In addition, by using model (11) to project all of DMUs onto the efficient frontier, DM could have 24.7% and 26.7% increases in producing the desirable output 1 and output 2, respectively.
Increasing the production of desirable output 1 from 109 (current level) to 144.8 (optimum level) and increasing the production of desirable output 2 from 116 (current level) to 158.4 (optimum level) are meaningful. Model (11) also has a significant reduction plan in both undesirable outputs, that is, decreasing the production level of undesirable output 1 from 50 to 32.8 (34.4% reduction) and decreasing the level of production of undesirable output 2 from 43 to 23.2 (46% reduction).
Conclusion
The issue of dealing with undesirable data in CRA is an important topic. The existing CRA models have been focused on desirable inputs and outputs. In this paper, we developed an approach proposed by Lozano and Villa [15] for dealing with undesirable outputs by using distance directional function. The CRA model presented here can be used for the analysis of any real situations where a significant number of desirable and undesirable outputs are included.
Moreover, the proposed model is able to suggest a managerial point of view to DM to make decision and come up with a plan for the system. In a similar way, the proposed model can be reformulated to deal with undesirable inputs' treatment in centralized resource allocation scenario. On the basis of the promising findings presented in this paper, work on the remaining issues is continuing and will be presented 6 Mathematical Problems in Engineering in future papers. Clearly, in our future research, we intend to concentrate on CRA model with imprecise, interval, and fuzzy data.
